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Abstract. In ubiquitous environment where all entities can freely connect and 
collaborate with each other from anywhere, the amount of accessible informa-
tion is overwhelming and desired information often remains unfound. So there 
is a growing need to provide the personalized recommendation services for the 
customers in ubiquitous space. This paper suggests a UREC_P2P(U-RECom-
mendation by peer-to-peer), a recommendation procedure in ubiquitous envi-
ronment adopting P2P technologies combined with collaborative filtering  
algorithm. UREC_P2P is implemented and comparatively evaluated with a CF-
based recommender system in client-server environment. The evaluation result 
shows that UREC_P2P has a good potential to be a preeminent and realistic so-
lution to the recommendation problems encountered in ubiquitous environment. 

1   Introduction 

In ubiquitous computing environment, the amount of accessible information is over-
whelming and desired information often remains unfound. In such an environment, 
there is a need to provide the personalized service suitable to the requirements and the 
activities of the peers [Chen, 2005; Keegan & O’Hare, 2003; Takemoto et al., 2002]. 
The CF(Collaborative Filtering)-based recommender system that identifies neighbor 
peers whose tastes are similar to those of a given peer and recommends contents those 
neighbor peers have liked in the past [Kim et al., 2005] is known to be a successful 
solution to provide the personalized service from a huge amount of unnecessary and 
irrelevant information. However existing CF-based recommender systems are mostly 
developed for the client-server architecture. The client-server architecture may not be 
suitable for a ubiquitous environment where all entities can freely build networks on 
ad hoc basis for collaboration with each other from anywhere. There is no firm dis-
tinction between service providers and individual peers, moreover, peers can produce, 
gather and manage data including off-line shopping related information as well as on-
line activity information with personal devices. From these features, peer-to-peer 
(P2P) technology, which makes it possible to be direct and real-time collaboration 
between two or more agents running on PCs or handhelds, has been already consid-
ered as the alternative architecture of ubiquitous environment [Iwao, 2003; Takemoto 
et al., 2002].  
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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In this research, we suggest a UREC-P2P(U-RECommendation by peer-to-peer), a 
recommendation procedure in ubiquitous environment adopting P2P technologies 
combined with collaborative filtering algorithm, gives support to off-line shoppers 
with the provision of recommendations in a P2P way. We focus especially on the 
problem of how agents can find relevant peers depending on what is available from 
whom without centralized control at the less communication cost. 

2   UREC_P2P Service Design 

UREC_P2P model is operated within UrZone, Ubiquitous recommendation service 
Zone. The UrZone is an extended community as a collection of devices and services 
that cooperates one another to achieve common goals where the peers are considered 
to have cooperative relationship among them [You et al., 2005].  

The prominent features of UrZone are as follows: Peers are equipped with UPA 
(Ubiquitous Personal Assistant), a kind of handheld computer. The peers, who have 
common interest or goals such as searching multimedia contents or shopping for spe-
cific items, connect to a certain UrZone on ad hoc basis using UPAs. The UPA hosts 
a Ubiquitous recommendation Service Agent (UrSA) – an encapsulated autonomous 
software entity – that is composed of cooperative three modules and charged with the 
tasks of learning the peer’s preference, searching for neighbor peers, and recommend-
ing contents or items to the peer.  

In UREC_P2P, the UrSA builds descriptive peer model by compiling own prefer-
ence of the given peer (called host peer), and then generates a recommendation list 
appealing to the model. The peer model consists of three parts: preferred content set, 
neighbor peer set, and target peer set. The preferred content set consists of multiple 
contents that have saved on a host peer’s UPA. Each content is represented as a col-
lection of features that describe its perceptual properties and its centroid point is cal-
culated as its representative [Zhang et. al., 1996]. Each UrSA selects the predefined 
number of other peers with similar preference as neighbor peer set of the host peer. 
Whenever a host peer saves a newly obtained contents, the UrSA pushes contents as 
recommendations to target peer set, is passively organized on the request of other 
UrSAs. For the purpose of reflecting host peer’s most recent preference, the peer 
model of UREC_P2P is dynamically updated whenever a host peer connects the  
UrZone. 

3   UREC_P2P Procedure  

UREC_P2P procedure is done with iterative three distinct modules, an Event-driven 
push module, a Top-k filtering module, and a Neighbor formation module. 

Event-driven push module. UREC_P2P generates recommendations with an Event–
driven Push strategy. When-ever a peer saves a content on UPA, the newly saved 
content is updated to the pre-ferred content set and then forwarded to the target peers 
in real time. The push way recommendation can particularly emphasize the most 
recent ratings of neighbor peers, which leads to faster spread of newly obtained 
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contents. This is significantly different from traditional CF techniques that suffer from 
a new content problem, which make it difficult to recommend a newly released 
content until some ratings of the contents become available. 

Top-k filtering module. When a host peer connects the UREC_P2P network, the top-
k filtering module of UrSA retrieves k recommended contents among the pushed 
contents. The contents pushed by neighbor peers have been sequentially accumulated 
in the queue until the queue is full with C contents, after that, the accumulated 
contents are discarded orderly from the beginning. Therefore a queue keeps on 
maintaining recently received C contents. The recommendation list is calculated for 
the ratings of contents in a queue only. That means very past ratings are discarded to 
place particular emphasis on popular contents among the neighbor peers at that time. 
Most existing CF-based recommender systems generally use all of the peer ratings in 
the past. The module makes recommendation list using PLS, purchase likeliness score 
[Kim et al., 2005]. The top-k contents are presented to the host peer h and the peer 
skims through the list to see if there are any contents of interest. Then, the peer may 
save the preferred contents on his/her UPA.  

Neighbor formation module. Each UrSA generates a neighbor peer set based on the 
similarity between preferred content sets of the host peer and other peers using 
centroid Euclidian distance function [Zhang et Al., 1996]. The module keeps neighbor 
peer set as the peers with consistently similar preference to a host peer through the 
dynamic neighbor re-formation. When the preference of a current neighbor peer 
becomes different from that of the host peer, the neighbor peer is excluded from the 
neighbor peer set. For the replacement of the excluded neighbor, the host peer 
explores more similar peers within the range of the neighbor peer set of the most 
similar neighbor peer. The intuition behind the range of limited exploration is that 
neighbor peers with highly similar tastes could offer much chance of useful 
information to the host peer. It places a limit on the depth of search for more relevant 
neighbor peers, which leads to shorten the paths for pushed recommendations and 
hence improve the system performance with hindrance to communicate with distant 
peers. 

4   Experimental Evaluation  

4.1   Experimental Design 

We compare the performance of a UREC_P2P with that of a centralized benchmark 
recommendation methodology. The centralized benchmark system does not perform 
the recent rating-based filtering and local information-based neighbor reformation.    

We use real transaction and content data in mobile commerce offering character 
images provided from a leading content provider in Korea. The data contain 8,776 
images, 1,921 customers, and their 55,321 transactions during the period between 
June 1, 2004 and August 31, 2004. To characterize images, HSV (i.e. hue, saturation, 
and value of color) based color moment was selected as visual features [Porkaew et 
al., 1999]. The transaction data during the three months are experimentally divided 
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into two sets, a training set and a test set to design a noble experiment method. Host 
peers are determined as the users who have purchased at least one image during the 
training period and initial preferred content set and neighbor peer set of each host peer 
is generated from transaction records for the training period. And each peer receives 
recommendations at each connection date for the test period, and then we observe 
whether the recommendations match the real purchase of each host peer or not. Two 
metrics, hit ratio and response time are employed for evaluation of accuracy and 
performance respectively [Kim et al. 2005]. 

4.2   Results and Discussion 

We performed experiments where we varied the queue size from 50 to 600 with an 
increment 50. From the experiment, we make an important observation that the qual-
ity of recommendation improves as the queue size increases, but after a certain level 
the improvement slows down and eventually the recommendation quality becomes 
worse over all neighbor peer sizes as shown in Fig.1.  

 

Fig. 1. Impact of queue size 

This indicates that the excessive queue size causes violation of reflecting the cur-
rent preference, which leads to lower quality of recommendations. It confirmed that 
the recent rating-based filtering of UREC_P2P is a reasonable suggestion to enhance 
the quality of recommendations especially in the domains significantly affected by 
newly released contents. 

To compare with the centralized benchmark system, the experiments were carried 
out with varied number of neighbors at k=20, and computed the corresponding  
hit ratio and response time. In this evaluation, UREC_P2P is tuned with the ideal 
levels of those queue sizes to make fair comparisons. Fig. 2 shows that UREC_P2P 
works dramatically better than the benchmark system at all number of neighbor sizes. 
From the results of hit ratio, UREC_P2P gains improvement of about 4.7 times on the 
average. 
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Fig. 2. Quality comparison with benchmark system at k=20 

To evaluate the rates of improvement of UREC_P2P over that of the benchmark 
system, we measure response time of two systems. Table 1 also shows the response 
time of each top 20 recommendation provided by two systems. Looking into the re-
sults, we can see that the response time of UREC_P2P is about 176 times faster than 
that of the benchmark system.  

Table 1. Performance comparison 

 UREC_P2P Benchmark system 
Response time (sec.) 0.009 1.9541 

5   Conclusion  

In ubiquitous computing environment, all entities can freely connect and collaborate 
with each other from anywhere. Therefore, the distributed computing and ad hoc 
nature of the P2P system becomes main features of ubiquitous environment. This 
research suggests a UREC_P2P, a recommendation procedure in ubiquitous environ-
ment, adopting P2P technologies combined with collaborative filtering algorithm.  

UREC_P2P has the following characteristics; (1) UREC_P2P deals with the most 
current preference of peers using queue and learns peer preference in real time from 
peer’s content selections without requiring peer’s explicit ratings. (3) A peer’s event, 
such as saving contents, triggers recommendations with push way without centralized 
control for the purpose of faster distribution of contents. (4) Similar neighbor peers 
are dynamically selected from neighbor peer’s neighbors only. These characteristics 
of UREC_P2P make each peer keep better constituent neighbors and can obtain more 
current preference related recommendations.  

Our experiment shows that UREC_P2P offers remarkably higher quality of rec-
ommendations than the centralized benchmark recommender system, which results 
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from UREC_P2P’s accelerated reflecting of the changes of peer preferences. More-
over UREC_P2P works dramatically faster than the centralized system, which  
results from a recent rating-based filtering and local information-based neighbor  
re-formation. These results are very important in ubiquitous computing environ-
ment, because the number of contents and peers grow very fast, and UPA may have 
inherently a limitation of computing power. These experimental results prove that 
UREC_P2P has good potential to be a realistic solution to the recommendation 
problems encountered in multimedia content sharing in ubiquitous computing envi-
ronment.  

The UrZone of this paper is restricted to cyber market dealing with image contents 
only. However, UREC_P2P has flexibility to share any contents or product informa-
tion, so it will be a promising future research area, the adaptation of UREC_P2P for 
diverse UrZones. Furthermore, it is required to develop an experimental design for the 
evaluation of UREC_P2P using data from ubiquitous computing environment. 
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